
Prophetic Coin of Love 1—Extended Answers edition 

Instructions: Print out this sheet on good cardstock. Cut out the squares below, and lay them face down on the table. Still 

face down, scramble them around, so you don’t know which number is which, and lay them out very closely, in three rows of three 

cards each, like you see them below. Take a coin, decide which side of the coin is heads and which is tails, then from a height of 8 

in/12 cm, drop the coin over the center card. It will either stay on the center card, or otherwise bounce to one of the other face-down 

squares. Note whether the coin landed heads-up or tails-up and on what card. Pick up the card on which the coin landed, and note the 

number. Go to the Prophetic Coin of Love Answers sheet, find the number, and read the relevant forecast for either heads or tails. If 

the coin lands half on one square, half on another, you may try again, but consider the possibility that there may be more than one 

answer for you... 

This prophetic coin is designed to answer one question~what is my currently-foreseeable romantic future? 
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The Prophetic Coin of Love (obverse side) 

Instructions: This is the side of the card which will be positioned face-up during play. When you have printed the 

front side, flip the sheet of cardstock over and print this design on the blank side. 

This prophetic coin is designed to answer one question~what is my currently-foreseeable romantic future? 
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HEADS TAILS 

PROPHETIC COIN OF LOVE ANSWERS 

One: 

There could be an important new beginning in 

your romantic life this year. You may be drawn to  

the type of person who is a leader, a go-getter, or 

owns their own business. This could be a fearless 

type who isn’t afraid to blaze new trails. 

 

Two: 

If ever there was a sign of an impending romance, 

this is it! If not a romance, then a partnership of 

some consequence to you, whether it’s a business 

partnership, or the beginning of a friendship that 

turns into love, or a platonic friend you’ll have for 

the rest of your life. 

Three:  

The joy-of-living number, this indicates that you’ll 

be enjoying life & the company of others,    

whether romance shows up or not! The number of  

expression, you may fall in love with writing, art or 

theater—which could also bring plenty of roman-

tic possibilities, likely sociable types. 

Four: 

You could be romantically-drawn to someone who 

seems boring or stodgy to others, but feels ‘solid’ 

to you. This is likely someone who is very law & 

rule-abiding, organized, &/or may have a talent for 

building things or repair-work. This person makes 

you feel secure. 

Five: 

You’ll likely be romantically-drawn to someone 

who enjoys change, travel, variety, & excitement. 

This person will never be a boring lover, & you’ll 

make many good memories with them. 

One: 

You could be going it alone this year. You may be 

on a personal journey where love is low on your 

list of priorities. It could be lonely, but you need to 

learn to enjoy your own company & build your 

own strengths before you share your life with  

another. 

Two: 

This isn’t a year where you can aggressively pursue 

or seek out love; you’ll have to wait for it to come 

to you. Or, you could be in a relationship, but 

somehow the less-equal partner. Or it’s possible 

this relationship feels all-consuming, with not 

much time for anything else. 

Three: 

3-Tails is a caution. Love triangles are a possibility 

with this number. One may want to play the field, 

while the other wants an exclusive commitment. 

You could make the acquaintance of a sociopath, 

manipulator, or other ill-intentioned person who 

seems charming, but has selfish  motives.  

Four: 

Beware of ‘should’s, ‘ought’s & rigidity in your 

attitudes about love this year. There is a danger 

with this number that you may draw to you some-

one who is too hide-bound, set in their ways, or  

inflexible. You may want to work on the funda-

mentals more than romance this year.  

Five: 

Life may be too unsettled this year to think much 

about romance. If you do get into a relationship, 

this person could be exciting & different & always 

changing, but you may occasionally wish for more 

stability. Still, they’ll be a valued experience. 
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HEADS TAILS 

PROPHETIC COIN OF LOVE ANSWERS 

Six: 

Someone who is a good friend and loyal, & devot-

ed to home & family is your most-likely prospect 

for romance this year. This person could be in-

volved in extracurricular activities at school, or on 

the PTA, the LSC, the parish or city council if out 

of school.  

Seven: 

Someone studious and very intelligent is most 

likely to be your romantic possibility this year. 

This person could be in school or have one or 

more degrees. Or, it could be a spiritual type of 

person, possibly even attending to a seminary. 

Eight: 

Someone who is ambitious, driven, successful, 

financially-comfortable, or who has high goals & 

is working to achieve them, is your most likely 

prospect for romance. If you’re still in school, 

they’re one of the best students. If you’re out of 

school, they’re the person who’s ‘going places’ at 

work, & their work is about generation money. 

Successful people are a turn-on for you this year. 

Nine:  

Someone of very humanitarian concerns is likely 

to catch your eye this year. This person has a   

sincere and noble impulse to make this world a 

better place. They may be in a public-service sort 

of  occupation or work for a non-profit organiza-

tion. They may have artistic talent, too, or at least, 

an appreciation for art. Their idea of a good date 

could involve a visit to an art museum, volunteer 

work, or a protest march. 

Six:  

Either you’ll be too-busy with domestic or civic 

matters for romance, or you do get into a relation-

ship with someone, but they have a loyal friend or 

relative who’s certain you’re bad for them or up-to-

no-good, & this person will cause you problems. 

 

Seven: 

The person you will have your eye on may be too 

introverted or absorbed in their studies to notice 

you. Or, you may enter a relationship with some-

one either involved in occult pursuits, or who 

enjoys investigatory activities. 

Eight: 

As with the heads, this can indicate an ambitious, 

driven, moneyed, successful person comes into 

your life. The danger here is they may love their 

success & prosperity more than they love you. Or, 

it could be you who is so focused on your goals & 

ambitions that romance takes a back-seat for you 

this year. You may have places to go, & lovers’ 

lane isn’t one of them. 

Nine: 

This more-likely indicates a romance ending, not 

starting, but it’s also possible romance could come 

into your life as the result of something ending. 

You may be drawn romantically this year to  

someone who’s chosen field of endeavor            

guarantees they’ll never be rich. They may carry 

some burdens they can’t lay down. If you enter 

into a permanent relationship with them, those 

burdens could become yours as well, so consider 

wisely. You may become a pet owner, or a foster 

home for pets between owners. 
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Cut this section along 

the dotted line 


